Exploring the dynamics of reaction N+SiH(4) with crossed molecular-beam experiments and quantum-chemical calculations.
We investigated the reaction N((4)S,(2)D,(2)P)+SiH(4) in crossed molecular beams at a collision energy of 4.7 kcal mol(-1) with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer and selective photoionization. Ion signals were observed at m/z=42-45, associated with two product channels, HSiNH/SiNH(2)+H+H and HSiN/HNSi+H(2)+H. The species producing the signal at m/z=43 is assigned to product HSiN/HNSi and that at m/z=44 to product HSiNH/SiNH(2). The signal observed at m/z=42 is attributed to daughter ions of those two products and that at m/z=45 to (29)Si and (30)Si isotopic variants. We report time-of-flight spectra as a function of laboratory angle and simulations for the two products, from which both kinetic-energy and angular distributions of products in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame were derived. The dependence of release of kinetic energy on the c.m. scattering angle is weak. The average translational energy released is 7.7 kcal mol(-1) for product channel HSiNH/SiNH(2)+H+H and 30.3 kcal mol(-1) for product channel HSiN/HNSi+H(2)+H. Through consecutive triple fragmentation, the angular distribution is slightly anisotropic for product HSiNH/SiNH(2) but isotropic for product HSiN/HNSi. Assuming equal efficiencies of detection, we estimate the branching ratios of products HSiNH/SiNH(2) and HSiN/HNSi to be roughly 15:85. To facilitate an understanding of the reaction mechanisms, we calculated the potential-energy surface for reaction N((2)D)+SiH(4) with quantum-chemical methods. Reactions N((2)D)+SiH(4)-->SiNH(2)+H+H and N((2)D)+SiH(4)-->HNSi+H(2)+H account satisfactorily for the present experimental results. Isomeric products HSiNH and HSiN are minor in this work.